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Understanding how people move within a geographic area, e.g. a city, a country or the6

whole world, is fundamental in several applications, from predicting the spatio-temporal7

evolution of an epidemics to inferring migration patterns. Mobile phone records provide an8

excellent proxy of human mobility, showing that movements exhibit a high level of memory.9

However, the precise role of memory in widely adopted proxies of mobility, as mobile phone10

records, is unknown. Here we use 560 millions of call detail records from Senegal to show that11

standard Markovian approaches, including higher-order ones, fail in capturing real mobility12

patterns and introduce spurious movements never observed in reality. We introduce an13

adaptive memory-driven approach to overcome such issues. At variance with Markovian14

models, it is able to realistically model conditional waiting times, i.e. the probability to stay15

in a specific area depending on individual’s historical movements. Our results demonstrate16

that in standard mobility models the individuals tend to diffuse faster than what observed17

in reality, whereas the predictions of the adaptive memory approach significantly agree with18

observations. We show that, as a consequence, the incidence and the geographic spread of19

a disease could be inadequately estimated when standard approaches are used, with crucial20

implications on resources deployment and policy making during an epidemic outbreak.21
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I. INTRODUCTION24

People move following complex dynamical patterns at different geographical scales, e.g. among25

areas of the same city, among cities and regions of the same country or among different countries.26

Such patterns have been recently revealed by using human mobility proxies [1–5] and, intriguingly,27

some specific patterns tend to repeat more than others, with evidences [6, 7] of memory of mean-28

ingful locations playing a fundamental role in our understanding of human mobility. In fact, human29

dynamics might significantly affect how epidemics spread [2, 6, 8–10] or how people migrate from30

one country to another [4].31

The collaboration between researchers and mobile operators recently opened new promising di-32

rections to gather information about human movements, country demographics and health, faster33

and cheaper than before [1, 10–18]. In fact, mobile phones heterogeneously penetrated both rural34

and urban communities, regardless of richness, age or gender, providing evidences that mobile35

technologies can be used to obtain real-time information about individual’s location and social36

activity, in order to build realistic demographics and socio-economics maps of a whole country [19].37

Mobile data have been successfully used in a wide variety of applications, e.g., to estimate popu-38

lation densities and their evolution at national scales [13], to confirm social theories of behavioral39

adaptation [20] and to capture anomalous behavioral patterns associated to religious, catastrophic40

or massive social events [21]. Even more recently, the public availability of mobile phone data sets41

further revolutionized the field, e.g., by allowing ubiquitous sensing to map poverty, to monitor42

social segregation and to optimize information campaigns to reduce epidemics spreading [14, 22],43

to cite just some of them [18].44

Although some limitations, mobile phone data still provide one the most powerful tools for45

sensing complex social systems and represent a valuable proxy for studies where human mobility46

plays a crucial role [1–4, 6, 8–10, 15, 22–24]. Milestone works in this direction have shown that47

human trajectories exhibit more temporal and spatial regularity than previously thought. Individ-48

uals tend to return to a few highly frequented locations and to follow simple reproducible patterns49

[1, 5], allowing a higher accuracy in predicting their movements [3] and significantly affecting the50

spreading of transmittable diseases [6]. However, the increasing interest for using mobile phone51

data in applications should be accompanied by a wise usage of the information they carry on. In52

fact, an inadequate model accompanied by incomplete data and scarce knowledge of other funda-53

mental factors influencing the model itself, might lead, for instance, to a wrong estimation of the54

incidence of an epidemics and its evolution [25].55
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Here, we used high-quality mobile phone data, consisting of more than 560 millions of call de-56

tail records, to show that standard approaches might significantly overestimate mobility transitions57

between distinct geographical areas, making difficult to build a realistic model of human mobility.58

To overcome this issue, we developed an adaptive memory-driven model based on empirical ob-59

servations that better captures existing correlations in human dynamics, showing that it is more60

suitable than classical memoryless or higher-order models to understand how individuals move and,61

for instance, might spread a disease.62

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS63

A. Markovian model of human mobility64

Let us consider a physical mobility network composed by nodes, representing geographic areas,65

connected by weighted edges, representing the fraction of individual movements among them.66

Usually, the weights are inferred from geolocated activities of individuals, e.g. the consecutive67

airports where a plane departs and lands or, as in this work, the cell towers where a person makes68

consecutive calls.69

A standard approach to deal with mobility models of dynamics [3, 4, 6, 10, 15, 16, 26] is to70

consider each node as a state of a Markov process, obtaining the flux between any pair of nodes from71

consecutive calls, and to build a mobility matrix Fij encoding the probability that an individual72

in node i will move to node j (i, j = 1, 2, ..., n). Here, we use a similar approach to build the73

mobility matrix for each individual ` = 1, 2, ...,L separately and we then average over the whole74

set of mobility matrices, to obtain the transition probability of an individual, on average:75

Fij =

L∑̀
=1

f
(`)
ij

L∑̀
=1

n∑
k=1

f
(`)
ik

, (1)

where f
(`)
ij is the number of times the individual ` makes at least one call in node j after making76

at least one call in node i.77

We did not impose a specific time window to calculate transitions, to avoid introducing biases78

and undesired effects due to the choice of the temporal range and it is worth remarking that79

other normalizations can be considered depending on data and metadata availability [15]. Where80

not otherwise specified, we considered the mobility matrix obtained from the whole period of81

observation. This model is known as “first-order” (or 1-memory) because the present state is the82
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only information required to choose the next state. Although very useful, this has the fundamental83

disadvantage that it does not account for mobility memory. In fact, it is very likely that an84

individual moves to a neighboring area (by means of a car or public transportation) to work and85

after a few hours he or she will go back to the original position. This effect has been shown to be86

relevant, for instance, at country level, where individuals fly from one city to another and often87

go back to their origin instead of moving towards a different city [7]. This memory is an intrinsic88

property of human mobility and must be taken into account for a realistic modeling of people89

movements between different geographic areas. When memory is taken into account, each physical90

node (e.g., i ∈ A) is replaced by the corresponding state-nodes (e.g., i� j ∈ Ã if memory is of order91

2) encoding the information that an individual is in node i when he or she comes from j. While92

F encodes information about the network of n physical nodes, we need to introduce a new matrix93

H to encode information about the network of n2 state-nodes, accounting for the allowed binary94

combinations (e.g. k � j, j, k = 1, 2, ..., n) between physical nodes. Similarly, higher-order memory95

can be taken into account by building appropriate matrices.96

We use different mobility matrices to build different mobility models. Let Ni(t) indicate the97

population of the physical node i ∈ A at time t, then the n mobility equations describing how the98

flux of people diffuses through the network are given by99

Ni(t+ 1) =

n∑
j=1

FjiNj(t). (2)

In the case of τ−memory, we indicate by Ñα(t) the population of the state-node α ∈ Ã at time t100

and the nτ mobility equations required to describe the same process are given by101

Ñα(t+ 1) =

nτ∑
ρ=1

HραÑρ(t). (3)

The population in each physical node at time t is given by the sum of the population in the102

corresponding state-nodes. It is worth remarking that, in general, the matrix H can be a function103

of time as well and the equations would keep their structural form.104

B. Adaptive memory model of human mobility105

However, spatial human mobility is quite complex and (higher-order) Markovian dynamics106

might not be suitable to model peculiar patterns such as returning visits and conditional waiting107

times, i.e. the probability to stay in a location depending on the origin of the travel.108
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We will discuss better this point in the following. Let us consider, for instance, the call sequence109

BBBBCCCSSS made by an individual traveling between three American cities: Chicago, Boston110

and San Antonio. The main drawbacks of Markovian models – of order lower than three – become111

evident in a scenario like this one, because the number of consecutive calls in the same city exceeds112

the memory of the model and the spatial information about previously visited locations is lost.113

Clearly, in presence of more complicated patterns, increasing the order of the model will not solve114

the issue and some information will be inevitably lost. Alternatively, we could aggregate consecutive115

calls in the same place to a single identifier, e.g. the previous sequence would be reduced to BCS.116

In this case, a Markovian model would preserve the spatial information and correctly identify the117

transitions between the three cities, at the price of losing information about how many calls have118

been made in each place.119

In absence of detailed temporal information about calling activity, the number of consecutive120

calls in a specific location can be used as a proxy: higher the number of calls larger the waiting121

time. The temporal information about the amount of time spent in each location is critical for122

many dynamical processes like spreading or congestion. We assert that this time, like the next123

visited location, is conditioned by previous movements of the individuals. To illustrate this, we124

use the example shown in Fig. 1, where people from three different places (nodes blue, green and125

orange) go to the same destination (node red), stay some time in there, and come back to the126

origin of their trip. The self-loops in the central (red) node represent the time spent there, the127

color encoding individuals coming from different origins and the size encoding the amount of time128

spent. For instance, individuals coming from the blue node wait more than individuals coming129

from the green node. This type of dependence is what we call conditional waiting time.130

To better appreciate this fact, let us consider holiday trips. Individuals making expensive131

intercontinental trips tend to spend more time visiting the destination than individuals making132

cheaper trips, achieving a good trade-off between the travel cost and the time spent. Another133

emblematic case is urban mobility. For instance, the red node might be an expensive commercial134

area, the green node a wealthy neighborhood and the blue node a less wealthy area. In this scenario,135

that should be considered only for illustrative purposes, individuals coming from the less wealthy136

area are more likely to be qualified workers in the commercial one, with long and frequent visits.137

Conversely, individuals from the wealthy are more likely to make unfrequent and shorter visits for138

shopping, for instance.139

The importance of accounting for conditional waiting times will be evident later, when we will140

consider the spreading of an epidemics in a country.141
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Higher waiting time

FIG. 1. Conditional waiting times. An example of human mobility between four different places.

Individuals from green, blue and orange nodes move to the red central node and, after some time, go back

to their previous location. The amount of time spent in the red node by individuals coming from the other

nodes depends on their previous location, and it is represented by self-loops of different size.

Here, we propose a mobility model, that we name adaptive memory, able to account for condi-142

tional waiting times. At first order, the method is equivalent to a classical first-order Markovian143

model, whereas significant differences emerge for increasing memory with respect to standard ap-144

proaches. For instance, at second order, the 2-memory mobility matrix is built between all possible145

pairs of nodes (2-states), as in a standard second-order Markovian model. However, instead of con-146

sidering transitions between areas in the sequence of calls, as a second-order Markovian model does,147

transitions in the sequence of distinct geographical areas are considered. This point is crucial, and148

we better clarify it with the example shown in Fig. 2, where the differences between adaptive mem-149

ory and Markovian models, in terms of probability assigned to different mobility patterns, are150

reported.151

The importance of such differences is reflected in the ability of each model to predict succes-152

sive individual movements. In fact, the presence of spurious or under-represented patterns might153

significantly affect the results, as shown in Fig. 3. In this example, two sequences of phone calls154

generated by two different users moving between three cities – B, C and S – are considered. Marko-155

vian models generate spurious patterns that are never observed in the data, issue not affecting the156

adaptive memory model by construction. Morover, our approach predicts the next movement with157
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FIG. 2. Comparing different mobility models. Mobility models built from a representative sequence

of mobile phone calls (BBBBCCCSSS) made, for instance, by an individual during travels between three

American cities, namely Chicago (C), San Antonio (S) and Boston (B). Let us focus on the pattern S ←

C ← B, that is the real sequence of movements in the geographical space. The first-order model predicts a

probability of 1
64 , the second-order model a probability of 1

49 , whereas the adaptive 2-memory estimates a

probability of 1
7 , closer to observation.

more accuracy than Markovian ones, because it correctly takes into account conditional waiting158

times.159

The difference between the adaptive memory and Markovian models becomes more evident160

when the corresponding transition matrices are compared. There is no difference at the first order,161

thus we will focus on the comparison between τ -order Markovian and adaptive τ−memory models,162

in the following.163

In both models, the number of possible transitions between state nodes is the same and equals164

n2·(τ−1), where n is the number of physical nodes. For instance, in second-order models, there165

are n2 × n2 transition matrices with n3 possible transitions between state nodes, as shown in166

Fig. 4. However, the way how each model stores repeating calls in the same physical node is167

very different. While adaptive memory stores this information into the nτ diagonal elements of168

the matrix, encoding the conditional waiting times discussed in the previous section, Markovian169

models redistribute this information among off-diagonal entries, because they do not allow this170

type of self-loops by construction.171

More specifically, the information is redistributed among transitions between state nodes of the172

same physical node. The entries of off-diagonal blocks – corresponding to transitions between state173

nodes of different physical nodes – are the same in both models. Therefore, while the stationary174

probability of finding a random walker in a physical node is not different in the two models, it175

is different at the level of state nodes and, as we will see later, this significantly affects diffusion176
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FIG. 3. Predicting individual mobility. Using the sequence of calls made by two different users (1 and

2) – starting from two different locations (B and C) and visiting a new location S – we build first-order

and second-order Markov models, as well as the adaptive memory one. We use each mobility model to

generate the possible mobility sequences. Given that there are two empirical starting points, we originated

the sampled sequences in B and C, respectively. In the figure, for each sample, we report the fraction of

times it is reproducing observation (“Correct”), it is a non-observed mobility pattern (“Spurious Pattern”)

and it is underestimating or overestimating waiting times (“Longer/Shorter Conditional Waiting Time”).

processes such as epidemics spreading.177

C. Overview of the dataset178

In the next section, we will quantify the impact of adaptive memory on human mobility mod-179

eling by using data sets provided by the Data for Development Challenge 2014 [27] and some180

supplementary data sets provided by partners of the challenge. Mobile phone data consist of com-181

munications among 1666 towers distributed across Senegal. We exploit this information to map182
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y to node x. The cells in red are not used by either second-order markovian model or adaptive memory

model. The cells in bluish are used only in adaptive memory model, while, the cells in orange are used only

in the second-order markovian model. The cells in white are used by both models.

communication patterns between different areas of the country (i.e. the arrondissements). Another183

subset consists of 560 millions call records of about 150,000 users along one year at at the spatial184

resolution of arrondissements. We use this information to map individuals’ movements among185

different arrondissements. Demographics information has been obtained from the Senegal data186

portal [28], an official resource. It is worth noting that information has been manually checked187

against inconsistencies and data about population for the arrondissements of Bambilor, Thies Sud,188

Thies Nord, Ndiob and Ngothie were not available. We reconstructed the missing information by189

combining mobile phone activity and available demographics data (Fig. 5). Such arrondissements190

did not exist at the time when the population census was obtained, because they were part of191

larger administrative areas. Information is available for older arrondissements, therefore we devise192

a procedure to infer the population in the new areas by using phone calls as a proxy to population193

density.194

We have used the data to also infer more realistic contact rates to be used in viral spreading195

simulations. The contacts among individuals are generally quite difficult to track at country level.196

Their rate varies depending on several social and demographical factors such as age, gender, lo-197
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cation, urban development, etc. [29, 30]. Nevertheless, there are evidences from European and198

African countries that, on average, the number of daily physical contacts among individuals range199

from 11 to 22 [29, 30]. There are no available data about contact rate in each arrondissement200

of Senegal, therefore we need to infer this information from available sources. We first estimate201

the population density for each region, an administrative level coarser than arrondissement, using202

available data about number of inhabitants and area. As a plausible range of contact rates, we203

consider 10 and 25. Under the assumption that the contact rate is proportional to the population204

density, we assign a value to each region that ranges between 10 and 25, with extremal values205

assigned to the regions with lowest and highest population density, respectively. Therefore, we206

assign the same contact rate to all arrondissements pertaining to the same region. We obtain a207

contact rate between 10 and 11 for all regions, except Dakar which has the highest population208

density.209

FIG. 5. Inferring men and women populations. Second-order polynomial model (solid line) fitting the

log-log relationships between the observed mobile phone data and demographics data (points). Men (A)

and women (B) population were fitted separately, thanks to data availability, and have been used to infer

the populations in the arrondissements of Bambilor, Thies Sud, Thies Nord, Ndiob and Ngothie.

III. RESULTS210

A. Understanding human mobility flow211

We show in Fig. 6 the significant differences in modeling the mobility flow using first-order212

(FO), second-order (SO) and adaptive memory (AM) models. Markovian models provide very213

similar transition patterns, whereas adaptive memory provides very different results. The adaptive214

memory model exhibits significantly less returning transitions than Markovian models, but – on215

average – with much higher probability of observing them. In fact, 47.4% of patterns captured216
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by the first-order approach and 43.4% captured using second-order are spurious because they are217

not observed in reality. Remarkably, the probability that an individual comes back to her origin is218

on average six times higher using adaptive memory models than using first-order, and five times219

higher using second-order. In the Supplementary Material, we show the result of the same analysis220

for the gravity model [31, 32] and the more recent radiation model [4, 33], two widely adopted221

approaches to model human mobility.222
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FIG. 6. Mobility flow among a sub-set of Senegal’s arrondissements. For simplicity, we illustrate

the effects of each model by considering a subset of 13 arrondissements and patterns that goes through

one specific arrondissement (Kael, in this example) after departing from their origin and before reaching

their destination. The figure shows the mobility modeled by means of first-order (A), second-order (B) and

adaptive 2-memory (C), putting in evidence the different mobility patterns between Markovian models and

adaptive memory. For instance, the adaptive memory module captures returning patterns (i.e. movements

like X → Kael → X) better than the first-order model. See Supplementary Material for results obtained

from gravity and radiation models.

To compare the accuracy of both models against the mobility behavior observed in data, we223

use the coverage, defined as the fraction of nodes visited by an individual within a given amount224

of time. We calculate the coverage for each individual in the data, over a period of one months,225

and then we average over all arrondissements to obtain a measure at country level. For the same226

period of time, we generate three transition matrices F, H and A encoding the mobility dynamics227

for first-order, second-order and adaptive memory models, respectively. To better replicate the228

calling behavior of the individuals in the data set, we extract information about the distribution of229

time between calls and we use this information in our simulations (see Supplementary Material).230

In Fig. 7A and B we show that people diffuse in the country too fast using Markovian models,231
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FIG. 7. Observed human mobility and theoretical predictions. (A) Temporal evolution of the global

mean coverage calculated from real data and from simulations using first-order (FO), second-order (SO)

and adaptive memory (AM) models. (B) Relative difference between the coverage observed in real human

mobility and the one obtained from simulations. See Supplementary Material for results obtained from

gravity and radiation models.

whereas significantly slower diffusion is found with adaptive memory, in agreement with empirical232

observation. In the Supplementary Material, we show the result of the same analysis for both the233

gravity and the radiation models. We observe that the gravity model is not suitable to reproduce the234

observation, whereas the radiation model provides results comparable with the adaptive memory235

model proposed in this study.236

These results have deep implications, for instance, in short-term or long-term predictions of237

epidemic spreading or national infrastructure planning.238

B. Impact of human mobility models on the spreading of epidemics239

Here, we focus on epidemic spreading. How infectious individuals move among different locations240

has a strong influence in how diseases diffuse in a population. We considered each arrondissement as241

a meta-population where any individual can interact with a limited number of other individuals.242

We use a SEIR compartmental model [34] to characterize the epidemics evolution within each243

arrondissement and mobility models to simulate people traveling in the country.244

The discrete time step of the following models is ∆t ≈ 1 hour, approximately the observed245

median between two successive calls from the same individual. The parameters are demographical246

and epidemiological. Demographics parameters include the birth B = B̃∆t and death δ = δ̃∆t247

probability, whereas epidemiological parameters correspond to the latent period τE of the infection,248
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from which the probability ε = ∆t/τE to pass to the infectious state is calculated, and the infectious249

period τI , from which the probability γ = ∆t/τI to recover from or die because of the infection is250

calculated. The last parameter is the effective transmission probability251

βi(t) = 1−
(

1− β̃∆t
Ii(t)

Ni(t)

)ci∆t
, (4)

an arrondissement-dependent parameter that depends on the average number of contacts per unit252

of time ci experienced by an individual in node i, the fraction of infected individuals in that253

node and the transmission risk β̃∆t in case of contact with an infectious individual. In fact, the254

definition of βi(t) induces a type-II reaction-diffusion dynamics [9] accounting for the fact that each255

individual does not interact with all the other individuals in the meta-population, but only with256

a limited sample. If the number of infected agents is small (i.e. Ii(t) ≈ 0) the Taylor expansion257

of βi(t) truncated at the first order gives the classical factor β̃∆tci∆t
Ii(t)
Ni(t)

[34]. It follows that258

the equations describing the average spreading of a disease according to a SEIR model coupled to259

first-order mobility are given by260

Si(t+ 1) =

n∑
j=1

Fji [(1− δ − βj(t))Sj(t) +BNj(t)]

Ei(t+ 1) =
n∑
j=1

Fji [(1− ε− δ)Ej(t) + βj(t)Sj(t)]

Ii(t+ 1) =
n∑
j=1

Fji [(1− γ − δ)Ij(t) + εEj(t)]

Ri(t+ 1) =

n∑
j=1

Fji [(1− δ)Rj(t) + γIj(t)] (5)
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FIG. 8. Spreading of an influenza-like outbreak in Senegal. We show the incidence of an influenza-like

virus over Senegal arrondissements a week after the infection onset, using first-order (A), second-order (B)

and adaptive 2-memory (C) mobility models. The infection started in Barkedji (center of Senegal), where

three individuals are initially infected. A SEIR compartmental dynamics with parameters β = 0.05, ε =

0.2, γ = 0.5 is used to simulate the spreading of the disease within each arrondissement. We found that the

number of arrondissements with infected individuals is higher using Markovian dynamics. Conversely, the

adaptive memory favors a higher concentration of infected individuals in the arrondissements around the

initial location of the infection. In fact, the location of the onset of the epidemic can be better identified

using adaptive memory rather than Markovian models. (D) Relation between the incidence in a region and

the distance from the hotspot of the infection using the three models. Adaptive memory models spread the

incidence on regions closer to the hotspot and this effect is even more evident when higher memory is used.
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whereas the coupling to the second-order model is given by261

S̃α(t+ 1) =
n2∑
ψ=1

Hψα

[
(1− δ − β̃(α)

ψ (t))S̃ψ(t) +BÑψ(t)
]

Ẽα(t+ 1) =
n2∑
ψ=1

Hψα

[
(1− ε− δ)Ẽψ(t) + β̃

(α)
ψ (t)S̃ψ(t)

]

Ĩα(t+ 1) =
n2∑
ψ=1

Hψα

[
(1− γ − δ)Ĩψ(t) + εẼψ(t)

]

R̃α(t+ 1) =
n2∑
ψ=1

Hψα

[
(1− δ)R̃ψ(t) + γĨψ(t)

]

β̃
(α)
ψ (t) = 1−

1− β̃∆t

bα
n
cn+n∑

ρ=bα
n
cn+1

Ĩρ(t)

bα
n
cn+n∑

ρ=bα
n
cn+1

Ñρ(t)


ci∆t

(6)

where N(t) =
nτ∑
ψ=1

Ñψ(t) is the total population in the country at time t, b·c indicates the floor262

function and is used to identify the sub-set of state-nodes corresponding to the same physical node263

the population S̃α belongs to. The equations for the adaptive memory model are the same, except264

that the transition matrix A is used instead of H.265

We initiate the simulation by infecting five individuals in Barkedji, at the center of Senegal.266

The differences between the diffusion of the infective process using each mobility model are quite267

visible in Fig. 8. The spreading is faster for Markovian models, with some arrondissement populated268

by more infected individuals than adaptive memory. The incidence, i.e. the fraction of infected269

individuals in an arrondissement, follows different spatial patterns in the three models (see Fig. 8A–270

C), with a higher incidence observed in the origin of the infection that decreases as we move far from271

there. This effect is significantly stronger using adaptive memory because it tends to concentrate272

more infectious individuals close to the origin (see Fig. 8D).273

DISCUSSION274

Modeling how people move among different locations is crucial for several applications. Given275

the scarcity of information about individuals’ movements, often human mobility proxies such as276

call detail records, GPS, etc, are used instead. Here, we have shown that dynamical models277

built from human mobility proxies can be significantly wrong, underestimating (or overestimating)278

real mobility patterns or predicting spurious movements that are not observed in reality. We279
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have proposed a general solution to this issue, by introducing an adaptive memory modeling of280

human mobility that better captures observed human dynamics and dramatically reduces spurious281

patterns with respect to memoryless or higher-order Markovian models. However, it is worth282

remarking that this approach, as all other methods in the literature, is based on the assumption283

that an individual makes a call in each place he or she visits. In fact, this is not always true and284

care must be taken when interpreting the results. Fortunately, an appropriate choice of the spatial285

granularity, for instance at administrative levels corresponding to cities or larger areas, reduces286

this unavoidable effect. We have validated our model on a data set consisting of 560 millions of call287

detail records from Senegal. We have found that individuals tend to diffuse faster with standard288

mobility models than what observed in reality, whereas the adaptive memory approach reconciles289

empirical observations and theoretical expectations. Our findings have, for instance, a deep impact290

on predicting how diseases spread in a country. While standard approaches tending to overestimate291

the geographical incidence of the infection, the more realistic modeling obtained by means of292

adaptive memory can improve the inference of the hotspot of the infection, helping to design293

better countermeasures, e.g. more effectives quarantine zones, improved resources deployment or294

targeted information campaigns.295
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